Swimmers crunch Tufts 58-37; increase season record to 4-4

By Ron Cline

The varsity swimmers opened their record at 4-4, Tuesday with a shuttering triumph over the visiting Tufts Jumbos. The outcome of the meet was obvious from the very start; and by the time all of the eleven scheduled events were completed, the engineers had taken a commanding lead of 45-7. Coach Charles Bellman used the spread for further experimentation in the rest of the meet, but MIT still came out on top, by a very comfortable margin, 58-37.

At Graham '71, Tom Nordstrum '69, Jim Brenkenbrueher '70 and Dave James '71 kicked off the drive with a 4:03.2 win in the 400 medley relay. Co-captain Luis Clare '69 and Lim Lynch '69 combined for respectively in the former; Bob Ron-...